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INTRODUCTION

During the past year directly and indirectly the Juvenile Welfare
Board and its affiliated organizations have touched the lives of an
estimated two thousand children
This does not include the 1
830 children
on the Aid to Dependent Children Program If we add together the case
load of all of the agencies the number is nearer three thousand but a
number of children receive service from more than one agency We believe
that this organized effort to meet the needs of disadvantaged children
in Pinellas County is paying and will continue to pay high dividends

Last year we pointed out that the difficulty about an annual report

was its inability to give the heart
warming stories which make the work

so interesting and rewarding This year we are trying to give you some
of the feeling and dynamics of the work

We are using a minimum of

tables and statistical interpretation We are depending more upon case

stories and graphic presentation in the form of charts to give you the
story

This report represents the cooperative effort of many agencies
organizations and individuals

The welfare of the children has been
the focus of their attention and effort
There has been a minimum of

self seeking aggrandizement and a maximum of cooperation For the most
part this report deals with the disadvantaged children of the county
and attempts to describe the efforts made in their behalf As we point
out these efforts include diagnosis and treatment through the use of
psychologists psychiatrists social workers and cooperating individuals
from other professional fields We have had the cooperation of lawyers

physicians nurses ministers
teachers visiting teachers principals
and others

It has been a most gratifying experience to meet with such
wonderful cooperation on eve hand

In meeting the needs of the children suffering from various disad
vantages foster parents have given unselfishly of their warmth and
love and have accepted many of these chi ldren teachers and other
professional people have been generous with their time and energy

clubs and other groups have helped to meet the needs for clothing and
necessities

We are sure that this report fails to describe fully the
tremendous effort that has been made in behalf of these disadvantaged
children by those not on the staff of the agencies

One of the major contributions to the general welfare of children
is to be found in the recreational programs of the county This is
helpful in its effect on the problems with which we are concerned in
this report That emphasizes the importance of such programs We

would mention in particular the recreation program in the public schools
both during
school year and in the summer vacation period the
the
recreation programs of the various cities and towns in the county and

the recreation programs of the characterbuilding agencies churches
and other groups

5

II

CHILD WELFARE IN PINELLAS AT THE RAIDCENTURY

There is still

Compared with most places in the country it is good
lots to be done before it reaches the goals it should reach

In talking

about it we would like to concentrate on the children whose families
for whatever reason are unable to supply the minimum essentials of health
financial support supervision guidance and care required for normal
development of democratic citizenship

The child may be abandoned

illegitimate unhealthy emotionally disturbed or delinquent Whatever
the problem the question isDoes he need the help of special services
to insure that he has a chance for satisfactory development
Welfare Services of the County should be available

If so Child

In September 1950 two thousand more
children enrolled in the public
schools of Pinellas County than had enrolled in September 1949 This is
approximately a ten percent increase

Judging by what happens elsewhere

one would expect that there would be an even greater increase in the
number of maladjusted children those emotionally disturbed socially
maladjusted or delinquent Usually with sudden increases in population
the number of maladjusted children increase faster than the increase in
population Thiq is thought to be due to migration and what it does to
children

On that basis we should expect an increase in delinquency and also
an increase in dependency neglect and kindred problems

That is we

should expect an increase unless the county has
geared its childcare

program to meet the challenge of such changes If the preventive and
welfare services of the county are well organized if they can recognize
and head off breakdowns if they have the facilities for the temporary
or Ion
care of children then we ought not to expect as much of an

increase as would be expected in a county where such facilities do not
exist

Let us look at the situation over the past three years in Pinellas
County It was during this period that we have been developing and

strengthening the services for maladjusted children and keeping records
of what happened to them

A

Dependent Children

Not all dependent and neglected children come
to the attention of
the Juvenile Court but many of them do

Some of them go directly to

agencies in case of dependency The Chart on the following page gives
the number of dependent and neglected children coming to the Juvenile

Court for each of the fiscal years October 1 to September 30 of 19481949
1949 1950 and 19501951

This Chart does not include adoption cases

and applications for admission to the Crippled Children
s Hospital

You

will notice that the
number has declined from 377 in 1948 1949 to 295
in 1949 1950 and to 190 in 19501951

What is the explanation

Did they

bypass the Juvenile Court and go to the Child Welfare Unit which takes
6

care of dependent Pnd ne
lected children on direct application
gives a comparison for the three years

Chart No 1

HDre a ain the number has declined

from 312 in 19481949 to 215 in 19491950 and to 157 in 19501951

This

does not include the number of children placed for adoption or investigated
on the basis of adoption placement

The number of such cases increased

from 80 in 1949 1950 to 141 in 1950 19514
Chart No 1

Dependent Children
Child Welfare Unit

Juvenile Court

3

312

1949

1950

1949

1951

1950

1951

This shows that insofar as dependent children are concerned the

child welfare agencies cf Pinellas County have actually reduced the
number of new and reopened cases requiring service from them Ne think
that a lot of this is due to the fact that the agencies find these

children earlier in the development of their dependency and are able

to work out plans which are more permanently effective than was formerly
the case and the preventive services of the schools and other agencies
help to prevent breakdowns

While the number of new
and reopened cases have declined there has
been an increase in the number of days of care

In 1988 1949 the total

days of foster care were
953 in 19491950 the days of foster care
15
7

had increased to 1
006 this past year dependent children required a
total of 21
426 days This arises from the fact that a certain number
of children are in need of longtime foster family care Only three

have been with the agency since the beginning and will need continued
care until they become selfsu porting adults but each year a number
of others are added to this list

Most of these

This will continue

longtime care cases are children who will need care for five or six

The agency has not been in existence long enough for
the number becoming self supporting to equal the number of new cases

years or longer

needing longtime care

Let us compare our county figures with national figures In 413 courts
reporting on dependency neglect cases there Mas been a downward trend in
the number of such cases appearing in
1946 through 1949 This decrease has
the four
year period We do not have
decline has continued during 1949 and

the Juvenile Courts during the period
anrd E
r
round eight percent during
the figures to indicate whether this

1950 over the country as a whole

but the decline during the period covered by our statistics has been much

greater for Pinellas County than for the0
413 courts reporting to the
U S Children
s Bureau

The decline in Pinellas County has been approxi

mately fifty perc
ent during the threeyear period
B

Delinquent Children

What about the problem of delinquent children

The only index of

incidence of delinquency is to be found in the Juvenile Court records
We have taken the number of new and reopened cases appearing in the
Juvenile Court on delinquency complaints and compared them for a three
the traffic cases from the regular
year period lie have separated
delinquent cases requiring case work services
relative

The chart below gives

figures over a three year period for each of these categories
Chart No

2
Traffic Cases

Delinquent Children

1949

1950

1951

369

8

1949

195o

1951

This graph shows that the number of delinquent children appearing
before the court increased from 298 in 19L8
9 to 334 in 19491950 But
191
the number appearin in court as new or reopened vases in 1950 1951 was

reduced to 268 which is the lu for any of the three years
It is interesting to compare the figures for juvenile delinquency in
Pinellas County with those for the country as a whole as represented by
statistical analyses of the records of a large number of juvenile courts
throughout the country

In 413 juvenile courts in 22 states delinquency

cases reported to the U S Children
s Bureau showed an increase in 1949

over 1948 This was a reversal of a trend which had been downward from
1946 to 1948 The downward trend had slowed do
vm in 1948 when compared
with previous years But in 1949 the trend was reversed and there was an

increase of four percent over the previous year

It will be noted in our own chart that delinquency cases reported to
the Juvenile Court in Pinellas County incr in 19L49 1950 over 1948 1949

This increase was 36 cases and we should ex
ct in the light of previous
experience with waxtime mobilization and a population increase for
children that the increase would continue in 1950 1951 But in Pinellas
County it dropped from 334 to 268 or a total of 66 Vie do not yet have

the national figures for t his period but we anticipate that the Pinellas

County record will be better than the experience in the rest of the nation

The chart below shows the national trend of juvenile delinquency
court cases police arrests of children and U S Child population for

the period 1940 through 1949

Juvenile Delinquency Court Cases Police crests of Children
And U S Child Population 194049
1950100

Index

180

160

Juvenile Delinquency
Cases

140
1

120
i

Police Arrests of

Children 2
100

80

1940

1
2
31

U S Child Population
1

1941

1

1942

71
7 Yparc

1943

of Lc
n

1944

1945

2

1946

1947

1948

1949

Data for 194045 estimated by Children
s Bureau data for 194649 based
on official and unofficial cases disposed of by 218 courts
Based on fingerprint records for children under 18 years of age reported
in Uniform Crime Reports annual bulletins F B I
1
Current Population Reports Bureau of Census Series P25 No 4
9

C

Legislation Effecting Dependent Children

At the 1951 session of the Legislature radical changes were made in

the law providing matching funds for federal grants in Aid to Dependent
Children
These changes made it necessary for the State Welfare Board to
restrict eligibility in several ways

It also made it necessary for them

to reduce the amount of A D C allotments by about 46

The full

effect of these changes were not evident by the end of the fiscal year
Some of them will not be evident for ye xs until the deprivations and
frustrations of some children build u into delinquent behavior but

we

do anticipate that 1
9511952 will shoal an increase in the number of
abandoned and dependent children

Somme mothers have already pointed

out that they will be unable to keep their fannies together and that
some arrangements must be made for the foster care of their children
We will continue in the future as in
tae past to make every effort
to use the homes of relatives and other r sw in and out of the state

for the care of these children but we fear we hill need to expand our
foster care program

In this connection the Problem of runaway husbands
A recent survey of one of our nurseries

and fathers looms very large

showed that 500 of the mothers of the chil
lxen being cared for in part

with public funds were the children of runaway fathers who were not
to their support
contributing

Je hope Florida will enact the Uniform

Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act drafted by the National Conference
of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws and approved by the American Bar

Association at its meeting in
7iashington D C September 22 1950
D

Defective Children

e have pointed out in the section under Legislation that some
1
additional financial support was made for the Florida Farm
Colony for defectives in Gainesville

sae should also add that provision

is being made for the first time for the care of Negro defectives

However there is still a long waiting list which will be longer by the

time these new units are completed and filled

The provisions now

being made will not keep up with the current increase in defectives and

the next Legislature should in our opinion attempt to more adequately
care this group
E

Negro Delinquent Girls

The Legislature passed an appropriaticn for the Forest Hill
Institution but the Governor reduced the amount to such an extent that
it will be inadequate to operate even the needed facilities for Negro
delinquent girls

The problem of whet to do with Nc ro
delinquent girls

is becoming ever more
acute in the cities

Girls under fourteen are

engaging in theft immorality and becoming sources of infectious disease

The communities have no place to put them and the state has failed to
provide the needed facility so they run loose and continue nefarious

which are destructive both to themselves and to the rest of
practices
the community
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III

JUVENILE ELFARE BOARD ACTIVITIES DURING THE EJkR

A

Marriage and Family Counseling

Dr Williams
I promised my friend that I would come in to see you
before I go to a lawyer

She said you helped her get straightened out in

her marriage but I dontt think you can do anything for me

I think I
m

wasting my time and your time by coming in
This was the beginning of a series of conferences with a wife and

mother and with her husband which lasted over several months and did not
end in divorce
This case took a lot of time
There were many conflicts
in both the wife and the husband
This had resulted in maladjustments

their little girl which showed in school and at play

also beginning to display evidences of maladjustment

Their baby boy was

Several months later the wife her 11usband and the little girl were
The adults in the family particularly

all happier and better adjusted

needed to understand themselves and each other

The little girl needed

the increased security which acceptance by the father brought about
This was one of the sixtyfive families with which the Director

worked during the period from October 1 1950 through September 30 1951
Some of the families were more seriously disturbed than this one and some
were not so badly disturbed

In some instances we merely gave pre marital
advice in a marriage clinic held at the Episcopal Church of the Ascension
in Clearwater or sometimes in the Juvenile Welfare Board offices

of the cases were really serious
suicide

Some

Among these were cases of attempted

We have always thought that a person considers his or her

situation pretty hopeless when suicide is accepted as a way out We feel
humbly grateful in the knowledge that we have been able to help some of
these desperate individuals to see life more clearly and to accept shared

responsibilities in a wholesome manner
Vie are proud of the accomplishments in the marriage and family
in our experience is the
counseling with adults but even more gratif
improved attitude and behavior and the improved chances of successful
adjustment to be found in the children of conflicted families with whom
we have worked
We think that
the four nandred and twenty seven hours
of time given to this service during the past year was decidedly worth
while
Families were referred by ministers lawyers social workers
teachers friends and many came on their own

B

Consultation Service to the Schools

Te have a real problem for you today We have a boy in the fifth
He not faking
grade who gets deathly sick every morning in school s

either because he turns green and really vomits
11

This was one of the simpler problems presented to the Director in
The understanding
and solution of this problem involved seeing the mother the child the
connection with his consultation service to the schools

principal a visit to the home by the visiting teacher and a conference
All of this resulted in an elimination of this
complaint Anxieties and fears originating partly at home and partly in
the school
had to be understood and talked out The shift of a teacher
from a younger age group an older age group was a part of the treatment
As we have indicated this was a fairly simple problem as compared with
some which we are confronted with as we visit the schools up county
with the adults concerned

Why are attention and affection so important to an adolescent girl
that she lets down her moral standards to get them That can be a pretty

complicated problem and its treatment can be even more complicated

During the past year some 245 school contacts were made with staff
pupils and parents and approximately 450 hours of time was given by the
Some of the principals were

Director to work with the public schools

kind enough to say that tzis consultation service had proven most helpful
to them and to their students

We particularly wish to praise the work of the visiting teachers who
assisted in finding out what caused the objectionable behavior in the
school who visited the homes and frequently brought the parents into the
school for a conference and who followed up on the study of the child by
the Director by home visits to the parents

We think all of this resulted

in a marked reduction in the number of delinquency cases reaching the
Juvenile Court in its Clearwater Office

Some twentysix years ago we found it was much easier and more
effective to work with problem children in the public schools to prevent

juvenile delinquency than it was to wait until they arrived in the juvenile
court and then attempt to correct
a much more crystalized pattern of
misbehavior

The results of our work up county confirmed that earlier

experience

Many of these children were referred to the Child Guidance Clinic
Much of tine improvement which we have
indicated above resulted from the work of these agencies with children
or to other social agencies
referred to them by us

Even more important in our estimation is the increasing skill
understanding and effort on the part of the principals and the teachers
in working with these problem children

in some of these schools we

found them most ingenious in devising ways of arousing interest and in

meeting various kinds of problems presented by the children

lie have

learned a lot from
som e of the consecrated principals and teachers in
the way of patience persistence in finding avenues of interest and outlets
for the children which bring them satisfaction and happiness
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C

Inter Agency Agreements

The inter agency agreements which were given in detail in our Third
Annual Report remained in effect during the past year without any basic
changes

These agreements have been most helpful in preventing confusion
misunderstandings and departures from agreedupon procedures They have
become an accepted part of any working arrangement between agencies
Perhaps nowhere else in the country is there as clearcut an allocation
of responsibilities as there is in Pinellas County Along with this
recognition of the duties and responsibilities of each goes a harmonious
relationship not found vihere such sw
riiten agreements are lacking We

believe that all of the agencies are pleased with their part in bringing
about this situation Sue certainly are and shall continue to give our
best efforts towards its success

As of the end of September 30 1951 the following inter agency
agreements had been written up and approved by the agencies listed
1

4

School and Agency Planning for Chil yen
Agreement Between the Juvenile
aelf are Board and the
District 4 Welfare Board
Agreement Between the School Cc
nsoling Service of the
Juvenile welfare Board and the District 4 Welfare Board
Agreement Betweer the Juvenile Welfare Board and the

5

Agreement Between the Pinellas County Schools and the

2

4 3

Child Guidance Clinic

Juvenile Court

y6

Agreement Between the Children
s Service Bureau and
the District 4

l

1 elfare Board

7

Agreement Between the Juvenile Court and the Child

8

Agreement Between the Pinellas County Juvenile Court
and the District 4 Vvelfare Board
Agreement Between the Department of Social Service

Guidance Clinic

9

County vVelfare Department Juvenile Welfare Board and
the District 4 welfare Board

D

Needs and Resources File

The project committee of the Community elfare Council of the
Greater St Petersburg Area and the Junior Service League of Clearwater
have assumed responsibility for continuing the Needs and Resources
Files which were originated by the Juvenile elfare Do
wrd The Project

Committee of the Welfare Council has undertaken to keep current a list
of needs as seen by all of the social agencies in the greater St
ilable to civic clubs w omen
Petersburg area This list is made ev

organizations and other groups interested in sponsoring a project
list has been most helpful to the social agencies
This

during the year

and to the groups looking for projects It is planned to revise the
list of projects on a semi annual basis so that they can be kept more
nearly current
13

E

Work with the Community Welfare Council
of the Greater St Petersburg Area
and Its Various Committies

During the past year the Director of the Juvenile yelfare Board has

been president of the Nelfare Council and the Social 1
4orker with the
School Counseling Service has been chairman of a section on Family and
Child Care
They have both been active in developing the
ielfare Council
into a stronger organization able to give information and advice to

groups interested in projects and influential in directing attention
to important
unmet needs

A communitywide program of education of irrelfare chairmen of various

groups was started with A Day at College held at the St Petersburg

Th
o
s
ccasion brought together 250 repre
sentatives from some ninetyodd organizations and resulted in giving

Junior College in the spring

information about the work of the various organizations charged with

responsibility for service to disadvantaged and handicapped persons both
adults and children

F

Pinellas County Children
s Committee of the
Florida Children
s Commission
and the 4hite House Conference

In December 1950 there was held in 5ashington the Fifth White House
Conference

These conferences are held every ten years

The Board was

fortunate in having two representatives invited to attend this momentous
event

The Board is also the Pinellas County Children
s Committee of the
Florida Children
s Commission

As such it is the representative of the

Commission in this section which in turn represented Florida in
connection with the white I
louse Conference

In preparation for the

many groups in the County met and discussed the needs of the
Conference
rd ryas the center for the
County children The Juvenile elfare Bo
s
Following
1e House Conference
t
iriite
distribution of these outlines

several meetings were held for the purpose of bringing the findings of
this conference to the attention of the parents and teachers and other
interested groups within the county
G

Legislation

In preparation for the 1951 session of the Legislature the Board
with the cooperation of its Legislative Committee prepared a schedule
of proposed Jews which it wished to have considered by the Legislature
This was submitted to the Legislative Delegation of Pinellas County
orally and in written form at a meeting with them
was as follows

14

The presentation

The Juvenile ielfare Board is particularly interested in le
Four subjects are state wide and one subject applies

on five subjects

to Pinellas County and would require a special act
The state wide legislation has t do with
I

II
III

The Juvenile Court Act

The Expansion of Facilities to C re for the Feebleminded
at the Florida Farm Colony ne r Gr
inesville

Opening and Operating Forest Hill School for Negro
Delinquent Girls

IV

Modification of the Liquor Law to E
clude Children From
Places lhere alcohol is Served

The Legislation applicable to Fin
s County pertains to
ll
V

Licensing of Child Care Facilities for Children Under
Eighteen

Here are the reasons why we think legislation is needed
I

The Juvenile Court Act
A
B

To carry out the provisions of the Constitutional
Amendment passed last November
Provide exclusive original jurisdiction over children in
a court set up for children as is clone in most other
states

C
D

Provide for state
wide uniform age limits for Juvenile
Court jurisdiction
Establish uniform rules and regulations for handling
children to prevent inequities through county variations

E

Provide for qualified judges and probation officers

F

Provide for an equitable method of financing the
t

juvenile courts

The Juvenile Court Law as drafted represents careful consideration
by leading bar and citizen organizations in the state acting through
representatives from these organizations

If the 1
951 Legislature fails to approve such Law the Juvenile
Welfare Board requests that our Pinellas Count

Juvenile Court Act be

amended increasing the salary of the Juvenile court Judge to 4
800 a

year plus a travel allowance at the ra
te of 7
per mile
0
2
II

The Expansion of Facilities to Care for the Feebleminded at

time Florida Fa
n Col Near Gainesville
r
A

There is

nd has been a long waiting list for admission to

this institution

Some have been on the list up to seven

IIany others are roaming the communities ithout
application for admission being filed because there is ryo
hope for any immediate action Some are waiting in jails

years

15

I

B

Local facilities are bein swamped with the care of defectives
leaving insufficient funds to care for those capable of

becoming good citizens
agov

Pinellas had 26 defectives two years

The number has increased

The admission rate does not

begin to meet the need

III

C

Great need for provision for defective and epileptic Negroes
No provision is now made at the Colony for this group

D

Feeble ended are a menace to persons and property as they
grow older

Opening and Oper
ating Forest 1 School for Negro Delinquent Girls
A

There is no place to send delinquent Negro girls for the

protection of society and for the reclamation of the
individuals
B

An institution plant has been erected for this purpose at
Forest Hill at great cost to the
xpayers
t
through disuse

C

It is deteriorating

All over the State there are Negro girls who need care in a
controlled environment

IV

Modificat of the L Lams to Exclude Children from Places
Khere Alcohol is Served
A

Some parents take children into low dives where the language
and behavior of adults is detriiaental to the welfare of the
child

B

Children become habituated to and accept objectionable

behavior as approved

C The present law provides that minors are excluded from bars

grills and beer parlors where liquor is served unless
accompanied by a parent
D

V

Children are frequently in such places until late at night
This suggests the possibility of a curfew if it is felt
that outright exclusion cannot be approved

Licensing of ChildCare Facilities for Children Under Eighteen
A

At the present time no standards exist in Pinellas County

regarding the care and
or education of children in
groups
away from their own home
B

Frequent referrals to the Juvenile Court of children who
have been left in destructive situations indicated the need

for setting up standards for the care of children in order

to protect them from abuses
16

C

D

Fire safety and health standards have not been estimated to
Protect children as could be done under a licensing system

Undesirable persons can set up and open a childcare center
without meeting any standards

E

The operators of reputable child care facilities request the
protection of a licensing system both for the children and for
themselves

The legislation as drawn should not be aplicable to neighbors or
relatives taking care of children Uf a wori
g mother
i
At the present time Duval Dade Hillsborough and Orange counties
On the basis of population under six it is

have such licensin
Ly laws

estimated that some 70 childcare facilities in the county of Pinellas
will be eligible for licensing
All of the state wide lerislation which the Juvenile Vielfare Board
recommended was also supported by organizations and agencies throughout
the State and passed except for the modification of the liquor law to
exclude children where alcohol is served
It is true that the expansion
of facilities for the care of the feeble anded at the Florida Farm Colony

near Gainesville was not adequate to meet the needs nor was the Forest
Hill school given sufficient money to place it in operation during the
coming year but the local licensing law of child care facilities for
children under ei
hteen was passed in substantially the same form as
presented by our legislative committee to the Legislative Delegation
This licensing law is now in operation and is described below
H

Pinellas County Licensing Board

From time to time in the east the Juvenile Court and other agencies
have received complaints that children were being improperly cared for
in private foster homes and day nurseries The operators of facilities
who had gone to a great deal of trouble and expense to provide adequate
facilities felt that the bad reputation of some of the poorer nurseries

was affecting their own reputation as a grow

They expressed a desire
for the establishment of proper standards to insure that children receive
good care under reputable and qualified rs
ers This led to the action
p
of the Board for a licensing act

The Act for Pinellas County as sassed provides for a Licensing
Board composed of the County Health Director the Superintendent of public
Instruction and the Director of the Juvenile ielf
Lre Board

This

Board

is charged with investi
atin foster homes and day nurseries and establishing

standards to insure the groper care of c
ildren in such facilities Annual
licenses are granted by this Board The County Health Director is charged
with the responsibility for the adl
linistrntion of this Act

The Juvenile

elfare Board has found it necessary to erniploy a parttime social worker
to make the investigations of references and thus assist the sanita
rians of
the Health Department in determining the fitness of operators of these
nurseries to care for children

Up to the present time 34 day nurseries

and foster homes have been investigated and licenses granted
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Adoption

During the year efforts were made to get doctors and lawyers to use
certified adoption agencies for placement of children for adoption A
central place where nvestigations could be Wade of mothers wishing to
place their children for adoption and of prospective adoptive parents
was agreed upon Some progress was made in attaining these goals The
Florida Children
s Home Society also arranged for regular visits by a
member of their staff to consider children for adoption placement
ps the outstanding event
Pcrh
of the Y
ear in this respect was the
agreesbat of the Childrent s Service
Bureau to undertake adoption placement

of white and Negro children

To make

this

o
s
sible the Juvenile Welfare
Board agreed to underwrite the cost

of foster care of infants awaiting
adoption placement and an agreement
between the Juvenile Welfare Board
and the Children
s Service Bureau to

that effect was followed by the

Childrents Service Bureau agreeing
to undertake this needed type of
service

J

Changes in Juvenile Welfare Board Membership

As the result of the elections in November the position on the

Board formerly occupied by F Henry Belcher Vice Chairman of the Board
of County Commissioners was filled by R Hosey Vick newly elected
Vice Chairman

This became effective January 1 The Board presented
Mr Belcher with a Service Award as a testimonial of his conscientious
unselfish and faithful service on the Board

The Juvenile Judge Alfred P Marshall decided against accepting
reappointment
Judge Marshall has given outstanding service as a
member of the Bo
rd and as Juvenile Jud
He has received recognition

throughout the State and in national circles The Board presented Judge
Marshall with a Service Award in testimonial of the high regard in which
he was held by members of the Board and their deep appreciation for his
faithful service

To fill the vacancy created by Judge Marsh
llts resignation
Governor uiarren appointed uilliam G Gardiner as Juvenile Judge effective
July 23 1951 Both fir 11
7ick and Judge Gardiner have shown real interest
in the activities of the Board and the Board has been glad to welcome
them to its membership
MOM

IV

AGENCIES AND SERVICES RECEIVING FINANCIAL GRANTS
FROM THE JUVENILE 1
IELFARE BOARD

The Juvenile Welfare Board has from the beginning adopted a policy
of expanding services to children by cooperating with existing a encies
In that way the administrative overhead has been kept down

During the

year ending September 30 1951 the Juvcnilc selfare Board has given
financial help to seven agencies and services The chart on the next
page gives in a concise form the organizations and services subsidized
in whole or in part by the Juvenile 1
4elfare Board with the number of

children receiving service from each of them and the a
proximate per
centage of their budgets which the Juvenile elfare Board provided

On Page 21 will be found the names addresses of the agencies and the
rin this will be found a
names of the staff oh each agency Folle
discussion of the work which each of these aencies has performed
during the past fiscal year The two services which are listed at the
bottom of the chart have already been discussed under the Activities
of the Juvenile 1 elfare Board during the year
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AND SERVICES SUBSIDIZED IN
ORGANIZATIONS
WHOLE OR IN PART
BY JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

Child Welfare Unit

s Service Bureau
Children

Child Guidance Clinic

Worked with 329

Worked with 121

Worked with 351

children

children

children

25 of Direct Care

30 of Budget

50 of Budget

Budet
i
n

I
G

N

a

Juvenile Court

School Counseling
z

i

dorked with 1
U
077
children

Torked with 204
1
J IVE 1I
LE IiTELF RE BOARD

child en

100 of Budget

Licensing Board

Investigated 34 Day
Nurseries and Foster Homes

40 of Budget
Expenditures

60 of Budget

age and Family Counseling
ri
forked with 250
parents

children

100 of Budget

AGENCIES RECEIVING FINANCIAL GRANTS
FROM THE JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD

Phone 7 1614

JUVENILE COURT
William G
Edward E

Gardiner

Presiding Judge

Patrick

Chief Counselor and Clerk

Miss Margaret J Lovely
Leonard Summers
Offices

Assistant Counselor

Assistant Counselor

Courthouse

Room 219 County Building
St Petersburg Florida

Clearwater Florida

Phone 7 3617

CHILD WELFARE UNIT
Miss Mildred Brown

Supervisor

Mr

Case 1Torker

Max Hofineister

Case lfforker

Miss Elizabeth Barnes
Miss Rosamond Allen

Case orker

Mrs Maude McIntire

Adoption Viorker

Office

Room 200 County Building
St Petersburg Florida
Phone 74918

IN SCHOOL COUNSELING SERVICE

Dr Thelma G Voorhis

Psychologist

Mrs Nenabelle G Dame
Office

Social corker

South Side Junior High School
St Petersburg Florida

CHILD GUIDANCE CLINIC

Phone 77547

Director
Dr Paul V1 Penningroth
Dr Walter H Bailey
Psychiatrist
Mrs Dorothy B Brodie
Clinical Psychologist

Mr

Harold C Rivkind

Psychiatric Social Worker

Mrs Mary M Allison

Psychiatric Social Worker
Clinical Psychologist

Mrs Florence Pierce
Offices

757 Fourth Street North
St Petersburg Florida

County Health Building

Clearwater Florida
Phone 71661

S SERVICE BUREAU
CHILDREN
Director
Mr VyIilliam L Wilson
Mrs Elouise
L Irwin
Supervisor
Case Worker
Mrs Cthleen Richardson
Case Worker

Kiss Marilyn Latham
Office

440 Second Avenue North

St Petersburg Florida
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C The Juvenile Cc urt

According to the Juvenile Cart records a total of 1
077 children
were referred for service during the year

097 referred the receding fiscal yeas
1

This coapares with a total of

These totals include delinquents

dependents applications for admission to the Crippled Children Hospital
adoption petitions c
nd tr ffic offenders

The delinquents and dependents

require for the most p some casework service by the probation department
of the court

In Chart No 5 are found cc
tive figures during the past three
rnpara

years for children referred to the Court on grounds of delinquency

dependency applications for acymission to the
crippled children
s hospital
adoption petitions and traffic cases
The number of cases referred for delinquency during the past year was

the lowest for the three years the same is true for those referred for
number of children referred for adoption
dependency and neglect The
remains about the same for each of the three years But the number of

children referred for admission to the crippled children t s hospital has
been increasing and the increase was

particularly noticeable during the

past year

Chart No 6 shows the proportion of boys and girls referred to the
Juvenile Court for delinquency and dependency

In the delinquency chart

segment the traffic offenders have been excluded

lost of the traffic

offenders are boys

Chart No 7 shows Vne racial distribution of the population according
to the 1945 census and the distribution of delinquents and der
endents
coming before the court

This chart shc
ws a slight increase in the

proportion of Negro delinquents over the preceding
year
lower than the 32 of delinquent referrals in 1948 19490

This is still
hen we
include

traffic offenders the delinquency referrals drop to 16 for the Negroes

During the year just passed 18 boys vicre committed to the Industrial

School for Boys This
19481949 During the
School for Girls

compares with 19 the previous year and 20 in

year 5 girls were committed to the Industrial

This c
Mpares with 2 committed the previous year and

4 the year before that

At the end of September 1951 there were 23 boys

and 6 girls from Pinellas County in the Florida Industrial Schools
This compares with 26 boys and 3 girls in the schools at the same time
the year before

Last year the number of children committed to the Industrial Schools
represented 6
7 of those cumin into court as new and reopened cases

This compares with 5
7 of those coming before the court the previous year
The new Juvenile Court Act reduces the upper age for Juvenile Court
jurisdiction from 18 to 17 This will reduce the load of Juvenile Court

cases by about 26 according to the statistics released by the Division
22

of Research and Statistics of the State iielf are Department

Chart No 8

shows the percent of children of each age coming to the
Juvenile Court
in Pinellas County charged with delinquoncy during 1950
In Appendix I will be found tables
showing the number of children

coming to the court each month in Clearwater and St Petersburg Offices
by sex race and cause
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1RT NO 5
C
THREE FEARS WITH THE JUVEI
ILE COURT

COMPARISON OF

YErY AND R3 C

dED CASES

Delinquent Children

Traffic Cases

369

1948
1949

1949
1950

1950
1951

1948
1949

Dependent and
Neglected Children

1949
1950

1950
1951

Applications to
Crippled Childrents
Hospital

377

295
Adoption
Petitions

213
190
132

80

36

36

17

F
1948
1949

1949
1950

1950
1951

1948
1949

37

949
950
24

1950
1951

1948
1949

1949
1950

1950
1951
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DEPENDENCY AND
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NEGLECT

CASES
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CASES

RT NO 7
C
RACIAL DISTRIBUTIOl
MON OF P LNELLAS COUNTY
POPiM

1945 State Census

PINELIAS COUNTY JUVENILE COURT CASES HANDLED

DELINQUENCY

DEPENDENCY AND NEGLECT

26

AGES OF BOYS AND GIRLS F
EFERRED BECAUSE OF DELINQUENCY
Percent
Iu
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N
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j
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U
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Child ielfare Unit

As explained in previous reports the Cl
Id ielfare Unit of the
District 4 Velfare Bcard provides a variety f services for Pinellas
children

It is able to exist because the Juvenile helfare Board furnishes

the needed funds for longtime care of ce endent children needing foster
care
This is a requirement for the est
blisiiment of a Child 4elfare Unit
The county must furnish these basic funds then the state and federal

government make additional funds available to employ staff to pay travel
office expenses and other expenses of administr
ition In addition funds
are made available by the state and federal a
encies to p ay for housekeeper

service shelter care of children in emergencies and other services In
Pinellas the Juvenile Velfare Board gets 2 worth of service for each 1
63 for direct
729
it spends on the children Last year the Board sent 119

care of children but the total cost amounted to approximately 36
00
000
The difference was met from State and Federal funds

During the year the Child Welfare Unit gave a total of 17
346 days
It started the year with 153 cases

of foster care to some 117 children

of children and received requests for service for 329 children

This

compares with requests for service to 337 children in the 1 year
Table I below gives comparative figures for children accepted for service
for the past three years and the number of da s of care Eiven for the same
periods

As can be seen from the table the number of days of foster home

care given by the Child dielfare Unit increased from 13
761 in 19491950
to 17
346 in 19501951
T ble

Children Accepted for Service

I

194 w549

1949 195o

1950 1951

300

310

298

Days of Care
Foster Care
Shelter Care

Housekeeper Service

11
417
469
1

12
196
389
1

182

176

13
235
682
3
429

Detention Care

794

Other

Total

862
13

761
13

17

The Juvenile i
ielfare Bcard started out its 19501951 fiscal year with
an overload of foster children in its foster home program

The budget for

the period October 1 1950 through September 30 1971 provided an average
of only 1
900 a month This would take care of 38 children for 30 days
each month or a total of 1
140 days of foster care per month At the

beginning of October the Juvenile Vyelfare Board was subsidizing in whole

or in part 60 children in foster care inst of 38 which the reduced
foster care budget would maintain

The ar
lem of reducing the foster
1i

care load and expenditures from t
2 73 in September to 1
900 per month
was the first order of business

The District 4 delfare Board and the

Children Is Service Bureau cooper tcd in rearranging the care of children

awaiting court action in the Detention Care lroram so that the drily

cost of care for this rourl was met out of the State funds This was
considered a hart of the re
ular Shelter C
re rodram which is a rt of
the responsibility of State and Federal funds This reduced our expendi
tures under Juvenile mes and ultim
tely glade it possible to transfer
500 from Juvenile Homes to Foster H
1
le Care In spite of these and

other efforts it was necessary to return some children to unfit homes

in order to get within our buc
et

o

1
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E

InSchool Counseling Service

Mary caused an epidemic of truancy in the South Side Junior High School
last year She and Jane and Alice and Betty n
re chronic truants They
c
were certain that nobody understood them exce the other girls of their
Unhappy lonely and confused c
rildren seem to be attracted toward
group
each other

Mary explained that she could not concentrate on school work because
Mary physical
s
appearance bespeaks her many deprivations and anxieties Psycholoical

she was so worried about mother who has left home

and social studies reveal that she is not only limited in her mental abilities

but is emotionally starved The pother who has had even greater depriva
tions and who is much more immature than the daughter has spared Mary no
details of this child
s illegitimate birth Periodically the mother must
have her adolescent fling

This year Wary is in the newly organized basic subject core class

and in her own words feels a part of the school for the first time in
several years

Representing her class on Student Government and the

realization of her desire to take dancing lessons which she earns by

baby sitting for her instructor have enabled Mary ttto find within herself
a feeling of worth and self imprortance
t

Her attendance record this year

is perfect and she has asked for assistance in meeting nice boys and
girls

Vie find what she really wants is to identify with the young

people who are happy and trying to make something of their lives
An individualized approach to each of these girls which recognized
the truancy as a symptom of an emotional problem is now receiving
treatment has eliminated the truancy and enabled the girls to find
wholesome satisfactions

Jane will continue to miss her mentally ill father who is confined

to an institution and Alice will be slow to forgive society for making
her an orphan Betty overly protected by her father from birth finds
she is all alone and threatened since his death

Emotional placements

and transfers take time but school work and outsideofschool activities

are being geared to the individual needs of these girls and progress is
apparent

The problem of attendance is just one of the problems referred to the
School Counseling Service

There are other problems

Jack was labeled as a delinquent because he could not resist the

impulse to kick his classmates and take money or purses left unguarded
To the psychologist and social worker Jack is a bright energetic third
grade boy who is finding it hard to trust people and feel a part of the
group

How could he when he has been Massed around from one place to

another for the first eight years of i life

Although he is now at

home with his incompatible parents who both work he sees very little
of them because he stays alone late with only his dog as a companion
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The parents did approve supervised recreation for Jack after school

and they did get some insight into their part in Jack
s maladjustment

The father can now talk about his cruel father and the beatings h
received and the mother about her unhappy childhood and how her employment
makes her feel important

They have gained some realization of Jack
s

needs and now they have bben reacting to their feelings

Treating such complex emotional problems which society labels as
delinquent parents or delinquent children is a slow process if the
ntinued when Jack moved
change is to be lasting The work had to be c
into another area not served by our School Ce
Project A private
unseling
agency and the school to which Jack went are carrying on the work with
the cooperation of the parents

Such Ifighting back in the hc or school in acts of delinquency is
just what other disturbed boys and girls are doing Bobby remembered the
who burned my viands when I was five years old when he took
person
s bicycle The teachers were not aware of Ralph
Tommie
s physical abuses

and confused home life when they became soo im atient with his defiant
attitude towards school

Psychological and social studies of individuals

are gradually uncovering the real target of the childts attack Frequently
it has been considered advisable to seek the cooperation
of the Child
Guidance Clinic where psychiatric services are available This is done
with the parent
s consent

Dickie was one of the largest group referred to the School Counseling
service

That group is the emctionally
disturbed

Dickie was not

recognized as a problem to his eihth grade teacher because he never
says a word but he was a source of concern to his father because he had

no friends and was always under foot never happy and made a nuisance of
himself

The father knew himself to be an unwanted child and he also

knew that he had little warmth and affection to give
to his son who needs
to feel close to his father It
was not easy for the father to concentrate
on 3ickie
s needs after a hard day
at work but he acce
ted the challenge
and within a few months the son
s changed attitude at home was all the
stimulation the father needed
Dickie is rr dually developing a friendly

personality volunteering in class and has o
n elected to a class
office now that his home is really accel
tin him

Our efforts are not always this rew
ardinn but in most instances it is
possible to find some interests or some skill through which either parent
or child can be reached

Discovering the key that will unlock the closed

mind is the worker
s challenge

These are just some of the 224 children who were on the School
Counseling active list during the period October 1950 through September
s
1951 A statistical su
mmary of contacts with the children and their
families will be found in AT
II but we believe the following
table will give some interesting data at this point
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TABLE II

REASONS FOR REFER
AL
R

8

Prcblem
Attendance

Delinquency

22

Guidance
Educational

75

Emotional

95

isturbance

Health Problem

12

elfare Problem
6

12

Total

224

lic Relations
Ful

In addition to individual and roue conferences concerned with solving
the problems of individual children the staff has given leadership to
many groups of L
arents and other community organizations

Content of talks

given to parent study grouts church groups an
d civic clubs included such
topics as child development school curricula nd
general principles of
guidance and also such tonics of general public interest as Are Morals

Slipping Marriage Counseling and Family Adjustments
Professional growth of staff members has been maintained through ppxti
cipation in the regular programs of local State and national organizations

in the fields of specialization of each staff member
It was our privilege to
articipate in the field work training of a

number of graduate students from the University of Florida and Florida
State University
Physical facilities were expanded during the year to
make this internship training possible

Participation in the training program of the Junior League of St
Petersburg provisional members has led to increased interest and under

standing of these young leaders in a general mental hygiene program and in
specific guidance programs within the j
uhlic schools

The Junior League

members currently give lb hours per week to the School Counseling Service
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The Child Guidance Clinic

The Child Guidance Clinic broadened the sc pe of its services during

the reporting period The Clinic receives a
F roximately 29 of its budget
from the Juvenile Welfare Board There was greeter emphasis on the educa

tional and preventive aspects of clinic work in the form of a seminar for

the County Health Nurses consultation services to other social agencies
case conferences and active participation on the boards of a number of

state organizations stressing better Mental Health understanding for the
average parent and citizen Diagnostic and study services were provided
parents schools and other interested agencies to the end of creating

better understanding between parents and children

Psychotherapy or direct

treatment was given to those children and parents whose emotional state was

so disturbed as to prevent their effective use of their native abilities
and who were able to profit from a treatment program

At the beginning of October 1950 there were 84 individuals receiving

direct help from the clinic

In addition through the year 277 children

came to our attention for services requiring 1 to 52 visits making a total
At the end of September 1951 91 of these children were
still receiving service from the Child Guidance Clinic In working with a
child staff members see children and parents on a regular planned basis
over a period of time
Often auxiliary contacts are necessary also for
of 351 served

other interested persons

schools health off icials
akgency people to

mention just a few

The age group most commonly referred to the clinic is 9 to 12 inclusive

Next most common is 6 8 and 12 15 ar equal in size Poor school
and poor social adjustment represent a greater problem in referral than all
of the other symptoms combined In 30 of the situations parents came for
help on their own initiative
others 6
other Agencies 17

Schools referred 30 Health Officials 17
These figures reflect the effectiveness of

the stress on community education in creatin

reater awareness of the

s needs and development in the two most important figures in his
child

life the parent and the teacher

All of the community working together can bring a greater measure of
happiness and wellbeing to all of its members The Child Guidance Clinic
stands ready to do all that it can to promote this ideal in the future as
it has in the Avast
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s Service Bureau
Children

The Children
s Service
Bureau has ha
a two important changes of

policy during the past year relating to Juvenile Wel
Lare Board

The

s Service Bureau was notified in March 1951 that it would no
Children

longer be asked to provide foster hame care

children under the

nt between the Juvenile
supervision of the Juvenile Court The a r r
Welfare Board and the Children
s Service Bur
0 which began operating
would provide
October 15 1918 stated that Child en
s 5
ry ce Burt
a maximum of four shelter horses an at t3
e Javcnile bdelfare Board

would supply 18 a month for each red ma
Ie available in the foster
homes
The Department of Public elf are agreed to provide this service
and has now assumed this responsibility with one exception Children s
Service Bureau still rovid
es foster home care for Negro boys and girls

and will
continue to give this service until the Department of Public
Welfare is able to find a suitable home

The Children
s Service Bureau has made one more important change
of policy On February 2 1951 the Juvenile ffelfare Board requested

that agency consider offering adoption placement services for
Negro children since there was no such service offered in Pinellas
s
County After careful study the Board of Directors of Children
Service Bureau voted at its April meetin to give this service The
Board also voted to offer adoration services to white children already
known to Children
s Service Bury u active or inactive cases The

Juvenile Velfa
re Board agreed to pay the cost of care of Negro children
Juvenile Welfare Board is already
providing funds for the other dependent children in the Bureau
s foster
homes To date the agency nas not publicized this new 1rogram
Pending
the statement of written policies ov rni
ng intake and procedures
pending adoption placement

The Board provided 3
423 Days of care for dependent or partially
dependent children in Children
s Service Bur
nu foster homes
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OBJECTIVES FOR THE COMING YEAR

In our third annual report we listed twelve objectives for this year
Some of them were recd
nized as objectives which could not be entirely
attained in one year but we hoped to get started on them during the year
just ended

Tie have checked on the accomplishments and find that we can mark up

a plus score on eight cut of twelve In baseball parlance we
would be
batting about 750 Here are the items that still remain on the minus

side

of the ledger
1

The establishment of an organization for marriage counseling
with its own board and
staff at least on a demonstration basis
for a period of three years

2

Interest some club or group in financing a worker for family
casework problems to be added to the Children
s Service Buraau
staff

3

Cooperate with the Deartment of Public Instruction in finding
teachers with proper qualifications for teachin exceptional
children

4

They are scarce

Work for the exclusion of children from bars and grills ffe
worked but did not succeed

VII believe that all of the above objectives are still desirable and
should be kept on our list To these should be added the following
5

Work for the al ointment of a nlubli c relations counselor and

secretary for the Community Welfare Council to insure that the
public be kept informed of the work of its community chest
agencies and to act as a liaison person between the public
the various civic groups and the community chest agencies
This will involve securing funds for the salary of such a
person

6

Stimulate interest in and rain surlDort for passage by the
Legislature of the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement Act to
insure that runaway fathers are held resronsible for support
of der
endent children

These are the six objectives toward which we should work but in our
opinion it is still more i mrortant th we do a good job with the responsi
bilities which we have undertaken
These have increased in scope but the

splendid teamwork which exists between one agency and another and between
the agencies and the Juvenile I
elfare Poard have resulted in an acceptance
V

of responsibility and a sharing of work which have been most gratifying
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Under the existing arrangements the entire field of child needs are
They are not covered as intensively as they should
be
in some cases notably in the field of dental and medical services But
the St Petersburg Bar Association under the residency of Leonard u1
Cooperman has arranged for legal aid services which are available to the

well covered

indigent and needy mother and children l e sh like to see some
organized effort by the medica
l and dental rrofessions to provide out
patient clinics for needy cases At the present time the burden falls
too heavily and unequally upon a few onerous and public spirited doctors
and dentists An organized plan such s exists in many other places
spreads the load over the entire rof ession more equitably

We face the comin year with confidence that the
services to the
children cf the count will be strengthened This confidence is based

on the splendid cooperation of the organizations in welfare work

But

even more important is the strong interest and support which we can
count on from the people of the county Tile
r have shown this interest
and support continuously and unfailingly

Added to these sources of support we have found that the newspapers
of the county are always interested and helpful in promoting services to
the children
With all of these people helping we can most certainly
make further progress in behalf of Pinellas Countyts greatest asset
children the citizens of tomorrow
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CASES OF DEPENDENT CHILDREN

SE07ED BY J04ENILE COURT OCTOBER 1 1950

SEPTEMBER 30 1951

St Petersburg Office
Girls

Boys
r

LVhit6

Month

Clearwater office

Negro

Boys

Girls

I

1t e

Negro

7hite

I

Negro

71hi t e

Negro

8

l

6

1

3

i

0

n

November

16

4

6

2

3

1

4

0

December

17

2

li

1

1

0

5

1

2

1

4

0

1

1

2

0

12

1

4

1

2

5

2

4

9

3

20

3

3

0

5

0

April

11

3

14

0

4

0

2

0

vlay

24

6

17

5

4

1

10

0

June

19

2

8

3

8

0

7

0

July

16

4

14

0

5

0

4

1

August

12

2

9

3

5

0

6

0

September

10

0

18

0

3

1

0

0

156

29

131

1

42

10

47

6

October

January

t7d

j
1

L

February
hArch

i

t

Total

NEff AND REOPENED CASES OF DELINQUENT CHILDREN

SERVED BY JUVENILE COURT OCTOBER 1 1950

SEPTEMBER 30 1951

St Petersburg Office
Girls

Boys
uVhi to

Month

Clearwater Office

egro
ri

White

Boys
Negro

White

Girls

Negro

hite
W

Tegro

i

14

0

6

3

1

1

2

0

3

3

4

0

4

0

2

0

December

2

2

3

2

3

1

2

0

January

5

9

2

3

10

1

2

0

October

f

November

i

a

w

r

13

February

2

8

0

6

0

0

0

H

G

8

5

3

0

16

4

4

0

6

5

1

June
l

3

i

July

0

August
September

arch
1U

i

April
May

Total

1

1

0

0

1

15

1

1

0

0

2

0

1

0

3

1

4

0

1

0

1

2

0

6

0

3

0

9

17

2

0

0

3

0

1

9

6

0

1

2

0

0

0

55

38

10

54

7

4
1

2

88

T

I

1

J

1

44

O
Ji

tiC

4

31C

i

TABLE V

TABULMON OF REQUESTS POR SZRVICES RECEIVE

OCTOBER 1 1950 Ti RJUGH SEPT TM17M 30 1951
BY THE CHILD WELFAR UNIT OF T
IE DISTRICT 4 WELFARE BOARD

Requests Received

329

Nature of Requests
A

Placement of child away from home

84

Casework services to unmarried mot
ers

61
8

Housekeeper service

Consultative help

family problerrs affecting children

Social Studios

Adoptior

48
34

73

for ooilrt

Supervis of Child for other agencies
Consultative service to couples uniting to adopt child

14
7
329

Source of Requests
s own
Family

38

School

11

Health Agency

13

Other agencies in County
Other agencies in State
Other agencies outside the State

55
5
32

Court and Probation Department

35

Relatives

3

Other individuals

15

Adoption petitions Circuit Court

73

Other districts

43
6

Family Unit

329

Action T
ken

Rejected because not within function
Withdrawn

8
11

Referred to another agency
Accepted

12

298
329

41

TABLE VI

CHILD WELFARE WIT
EXPENDITURES FROM LOCAL FUNDS

Type of Care

1949 1950

1950 1951

Boarding Home Care

40
666
20

826033
18
Now

Detention Care

65
153

98
188

Clothing

239
Y
1
66

39
558

Haircuts

75
86

Medical Care medicine etc

20
99

Allowances

95
499

26
372

Other

A
346

80
65

Total

54
992
22

96
270
20

42

a

r

I

i

I

yIC

SCHOOL COUNSELING SERV

TSTICAL REPORT
STAT
Oc1
50
October 1951
I

SUMMA OF CASE LOAD
ACTIVE

1

Carried over from Sept 30 1970

1
2

5873
1

New referrals

153

Cases closed

54

1951

Carried over to October

Total number of children served during period 224

5

Referral deriding service as of Oct 1 1951

6

PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATIONS

Group

909

81

84
t

Otis Self Administering
Rorschach

83

5 Brown Personality Inventory

16
3

6 Goodenough Drawing a loan Test

e
p
P
rsonality
YV I S C

Indiv 108

Total 1317

1 Stanford Binet
2 Wechsler Bellevue

7
8
9

16

Questionnaire

5
909 Group

Other specify

II TOTAL NUMBER OF CONT11CTS ON CASES
AzE
L
VIEW

SO

Hone Office

Hom

Home

Offi

Totals

9

26

15

35

1
6

483

629

5
2

54

34

112

98

258

7

379

77

12

56
236

150

23

lllo

1999

Ai
0
N
GLE
1

Child

2 Family

39

Teacher

0

Collaterals

3

133
6

0

51

190

73

339

Other Contacts
s

AM

CY CO ITACTS

Al Ageicies Conferences
Children Service Bureau
s
Juvenile Welfare Board
State Welfare Board
Catholic Charities
Social Service Exchange
Child Guidance Clinic

10

119
18

25
17
21

Juvenile Court
American Red Cross

18

County Health Department

4

en
Police Depaa
At
tr
Florida Council for the Blind
Florida State Employme nt
Others

44

1

29

6

IDE
S

362

III A1 OF DA
A ON NEW CHILDREN SEEN
I
YYS
B

J
1i4

3

TOTAL
6

GIRLS

3

6

1
11

5
8

6
19

8

12

2

14

2

5

6

12

10

6

11

9

5

4
1

12
1

5

10
10

15

16

28

4

l6

0

3

16

l0
12
1
2

7

3

lj

i OT

7

LS

BOYS

GRADE

1
2

20

5

TOTAL

GIRL

4

1i

8

16

10

6
6

26
7

6

7

4

5

3

4
5

1

6
7
8

10

5
l5

17

16

9

15

TOTALS

12
11
10

25

11

33
26

75

163

0

1
0

130 139

0

0

120 129
110 7
19

3
11

00 109
1

25

6
9
16

ZLl

90 99

23

22

45

80 P
9

12

13

25

9

4

2

6

50 59

1

49

0

1
1

2
1

2

3

5

iLS
TOTr

78

75

9
20

0 7
7
9
o

4o
ND

FAMlILY
Lives

TUS
STA
with

Percent

Own parents
Mother
Fats
r
D t1i r
L
1

a
L
one
alone

2
10

1
8
8

s
cr stepmother
Fath
r
Adopted parents
Foster parents

6
8
1

Relatives

2

45

3 6

SIBLING ORDER
2
37

REASO FOR REF

First

25
8
8
13

Second

Third
Fourth

2
1

Sixth
Seventh

75

Delinquency

1

Fifth

8

Attendance
Education

22

Emotional
Health
Welfare

6

95
12

12

Eighth
Ninth

IV

2
1

224
1

TOTAL

PUBLIC RELAT ONS REPORT
School

11 sborough

Visiting Teachers
8th Grade S
i

le

7
2
11

Shows

Lakeview Staff

Hiatt

Hall

Planning Comm
Comm Meeting
Assemblies Glenoak S

Speaker Suph Side 5
Staff
Glenoak Staff
1
Talks South Side Girls Asse
rn 3

Disston J
S
H

Lakeview

St Pete H
S Guidance Staff
Social Studies Teachers
South Side Curric Colzf 11

Christmas parties Lakeview
South

Side

Country Day School Visit
Mt
V rnon
Pasadena

A
T
P

3

Nursery Schools Legislative

Talk

Talk

OUNTY COUNCI
C

South Side

A
T
P

8

Talks

Lakeview Pre School Clinic
Glenoak
Glenoak
Study Course
s Park
Child

2

Disston Junior High

South Side P
A Study Group
T
Roser

Park

W T S

Euclid

P

June 5th

Lynn Foster Hour

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY
U
S
F
Talks

Students and Supervisors Conf Social Work

U Students Library intern South Side
S
F
U
S
F
Educ
1
Lakeview
South Side 2
U
S
F
N
U
Y
2 Talks

Univ

and C
B Staff Conference
S
Dr Stella Center
Remedial Reading Conference

of Florida Ext

Co irs6

Northwestern University

Dr

Guidance
Hamrin

SOCIAL AGE
NCIES
Child

2 Talks

Family Comm Chairman

CHILDRENS SERVICE BUREAU Annual Meet ing

Case

Conference

Committee

Crippled Childrer
s Hospital
Community Day i
ursery
Florence

Crittenton Home

46

Visit
Visit
Visit

7th

SOCIAL AG
ENCIE
S Cont

4

Community Chest Speaker

N
U
S
W

Community Welfare Council Board Member

Annual Meeting Prog Sec
Meeting
Chairman

Juvenile Court School Personnel Agreement
Y
A
C
M
Mr Crick
E
S
F
10 South Side Students
Catholic Charities
Committees
2
Juvenile Welfare Board
SERVIC

ATTONS
1I
ORG

Talks Junior League Provisional 9 519 6 69 6 279 8 279 3 2 3 9
Heart Association
it

Indian Rocks Kiwani s Club
Pi Beta Phi

Junior League Sustaining
Members

Soroptomist Club Guest
Crippled Childrens Home Guild
Pilot

Club

Delta Sigiiia Phi
CHURCHES

Kenzdion Class
Talks

First Congregational Panel
First Presbyterian
St

8

Peters

Teen agars

First Baptist Study Groups
United Churches of St Petersburg
PROF

Tampa Bay Psych

Secy Treas

Tampa Regional Mental Hygiene Assn
Membership Comm

Ethics Standards Comm

Deans

and Counselors

Speaker Teacher In Serv
ce raini Pre
School
Florida State Conference Social 11 orls Pr og
CommNomin
Steer
Annual eeting
Member Publ
icity Comm
Family Counseling 3

Florida Psych
Assn
tt
it
tt

Marriaga

Assn Colored
ocri rual Visiting Teachers Assn Tampa
R
Assn Visiting Teacher Assn
Florida
Florida Educ

Hillsborough lisiting Teachers
Guidance

Center

Hillsborou2rl Taiupa

American Claildhood Educational Assn
DISTINGUISHED GU
Dr

Lutz

Bavaria

Childrens t Bureau
Mr Dwight Ferouson
Northwestern University
Dr Hamrin

47

t

00
Qlk

E
48

